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(conductor-like screening model) approach25. The structures and
stabilities of the extractants and extraction complexes, as well
as the changes of the Gibbs free energy for the complexation in
gas phase and aqueous solution are discussed. The correspond-
ing Gibbs free energy changes for the extraction from the aque-
ous phase with n-heptane for HC272 and kerosene for HC301
are evaluated on the basis of simple assumptions concerning the
distribution of the involved ions/molecules between the aque-
ous and organic phase. Our previous work demonstrated that
the computational protocol applied here is able to correctly pre-
dict the selective priority of HC301 for Am3+ over Eu3+.20 The
present work aims to demonstrate that this approach is able to
yield for the same ions a reverse order of extraction preference
when the extractant is modified, i.e., it yields a selective priority
of HC272 for Eu3+ over Am3+. The agreement of the computa-
tional results with experimental evidence supports the usefulness
of the model to study theoretically related liquid-liquid separa-
tions and possibly also to predict the outcome for different ions
and extractants.

2 Computational Methods

The method of relativistic energy-consistent ab initio pseudopo-
tentials (PPs) is described in detail elsewhere13 and will be out-
lined here only briefly. The valence-only model Hamiltonian for
a system with n valence electrons and N nuclei with charges Q is
given as

Hv =−
1

2

n

∑
i

∆i +
n

∑
i< j

1

ri j
+Vav +

N

∑
I<J

QIQJ

rIJ
(1)

Here i and j are electron indices and I, J are nuclear indices. In
the usual approximation the molecular PP Vav is a superposition
of atom-centered PPs

Vav =
N

∑
I

V I
av (2)

V I
av denotes a spin-orbit averaged relativistic PP in a semilocal

form for a core I with charge QI

V I
av =−

n

∑
i

QI

riI
+

n

∑
i

∑
l,k

AI
lkexp(−aI

lkr2
iI)P

I
l (3)

PI
l is the projection operator onto the Hilbert subspace of angu-

lar momentum l with respect to center I. The free parameters
AI

lk and aI
lk are adjusted to reproduce the total valence energies

of a multitude of low-lying electronic states of the neutral atom
I and its ions. Large-core PPs for lanthanides14,15,22/actinides19

have been used, i.e., the 1s-4f/1s-5f shells were included in the PP
core, while all others with main quantum number larger than 4/5
were treated explicitly (11 valence electrons for Eu, Am, Cm).
The reference data used to determine Vav has been taken from
all-electron (AE) calculations using the so-called Wood-Boring
(WB) scalar-relativistic Hartree-Fock (HF) approach. Both AE WB
and PP calculations have been performed with an atomic finite-
difference HF scheme in order to avoid basis set effects in the
determination of the PP parameters.

Energy-consistent scalar-relativistic WB-adjusted 52-, 84-, and
85-electron core PPs were selected for Eu, Am and Cm, re-

spectively. The corresponding basis sets were taken from the
basis set library of the TURBOMOLE program package26, i.e.,
ECP52MWB-I for Eu, ECP84MWB-AVDZ for Am and ECP85MWB-
AVDZ for Cm. These sets correspond to (7s6p5d)/[6s5p4d]14,22

for Eu, and to (7s6p5d)/[4s3p3d]19 for Am and Cm. Since only
extraction and hydration complexes of M3+ ions (M = Eu, Am,
Cm) are considered, where the valence d shell is not occupied,
these sets already allow for a polarization of the central ions.
All other lighter atoms were treated at the AE level, and the
standard def-SV(P) basis sets were used, i.e., H(4s)/[2s]27, C,
O (7s4p1d)/[3s2p1d]28, and P, S (10s7p1d)/[4s3p1d]28 (de-
noted hereafter as basis set A). In order to check for possi-
ble basis set deficiencies larger basis sets were applied too,
i.e., a (8s7p6d3f2g)/[6s5p5d3f2g] basis set for Eu14,22,29 and
(7s6p5d2f)/[5s4p4d2f] basis sets for Am and Cm19, which
are named Eu ECP52MWB-II, Am ECP84MWB-AVTZ, and Cm
ECP85MWB-AVTZ in the TURBOMOLE program package26. For
the lighter elements def2-TZVP basis sets were selected, i.e.,
H (5s1p)/[3s1p]27, C, O (11s6p2d1f)/[5s3p2d1f]30, and P, S
(14s9p3d1f)/[5s5p2d1f]31 (denoted as basis set B hereafter).
Moreover the optimized auxiliary def2-TZVP basis sets, i.e., H
(4s3p2d) / [4s2p1d]30, C, O (8s6p5d3f1g) / [8s6p4d3f1g]30,
and P, S (10s7p7d5f2g)/[9s7p6d5f2g]32 have been applied in
the calculations using the resolution of the identity second-order
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory approach (RIMP2).33

Most of the calculations have been carried out at the DFT
level with the TURBOMOLE program package.26 The general-
ized gradient approximation (GGA) type density functional BP86
was applied, i.e., the Hartree-Fock exchange energy is approx-
imated by using the gradient-corrected exchange-energy func-
tional proposed by Becke34 in 1988 and the electron correlation
energy is approximated by using the density functional proposed
by Perdew35 in 1986. Calculations taking into account hydra-
tion effects were carried out using COSMO25, where the dielec-
tric constant for water was used, ε = 80. Solvation effects for
kerosene, n-heptane and benzene were calculated correspond-
ingly using ε = 1,80, 1.92 and 2.27, respectively. COSMO is a
variant of continuum solvation models which uses a scaled con-
ductor boundary condition for the calculation of the polariza-
tion charges of a molecule (solute) in a continuum (solvent).
For the cavity generation, the previously used atomic radii (Å)20

were taken in our COSMO calculations: C 1.989; H 1.404; O
1.7784; S 2.106; P 2.106; Eu 1.820; Am 2.045; Cm 2.020. Ad-
ditional geometry optimizations were performed using the res-
olution of the identity second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation
theory approach (RIMP2) implemented in TURBOMOLE. For cal-
ibrating the electronic energy contributions derived at the DFT
level single-point incremental coupled cluster (CC) calculations
using the MOLPRO program package36 for CCSD(T) calculations
and an in-house C++ code for the incremental scheme37–39 were
carried out. MOLPRO was also applied for the energy decompo-
sition analysis.
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2.1 Extractant Oligomerization

The structures of the extractants, i.e, HC272, HC301, [HC272]2,
[HC301]2, have been fully optimized by using basis sets A and
B at the DFT/BP86 level, as well as at the RIMP2 level by us-
ing the larger basis set B. Due to the limit of our computational
resources vibrational analyses have been only done at the DFT
level. For model structures of oligomers of the extractants, i.e.,
[HX2P(CH3)2]n (X=O, S; n=1-4), based on the optimized geome-
tries at the DFT/BP86 level using basis set B, single-point coupled
cluster (CC) calculations using correlation-consistent basis sets of
polarized valence triple-zeta quality40 within a variant of the so-
called incremental scheme (inc3-db-B0, third-order incremental
scheme with dual basis set and zero-buffer approach)37–39 have
also been carried out.

The change of the Gibbs free energy in the gas phase (∆Gg) as
well as for an organic phase (∆Gorg) has been calculated for the
dimerization reaction

2 (HY)
∆Gg,∆Gorg
−→ [HY]2 (4)

where Y=C272 and C301. The subscript "org" indicates benzene
or n-heptane as the solvent. In order to study higher aggrega-
tion of the extractants we also considered with extractant models
HX2P(CH3)2 (X=O, S) the oligomerization reactions

I : n[HX2P(CH3)2]
∆Gg,∆Gorg
−→ [HX2P(CH3)2]n (5)

for n = 2,3,4,

II : [HX2P(CH3)2]n +HX2P(CH3)2

∆Gg,∆Gorg
−→ [HX2P(CH3)2]n+1

(6)
for n = 2,3, and

III : 2[HX2P(CH3)2]2
∆Gg,∆Gorg
−→ [HX2P(CH3)2]4 (7)

Here benzene was assumed as a solvent. The ∆Gorg may be ob-
tained by the change of the gas-phase Gibbs free energies, ∆Gg,
by adding corrections ∆∆Gorg for solvent effects:

∆Gorg = ∆Gg +∆∆Gorg (8)

The gas-phase Gibbs free energy for all reactants and products in
the reactions listed above, i.e., Gg([HY]n) (n=1, 2, 3; Y=C272,
C301) and Gg([HX2P(CH3)2]n) (n=1, 2, 3, 4; X=O, S), were de-
termined from the gas-phase total energy by adding the zero-
point energy and a thermal correction by using the ideal gas
model for T= 298.15 K and p=0.1 MPa. The corrections for
solvent effects ∆∆Gorg for the monomers HC272 and HC301, as
well as for model oligomers [HX2P(CH3)2]n (n=1, 2, 3, 4; X=O,
S), were approximated by single-point energy calculations for
fixed gas-phase molecular structures by addressing bulk solva-
tion effects with the COSMO (conductor-like screening model)
approach25.

2.2 Liquid-liquid Extraction

The structures of the experimentally observed extraction com-
plexes M[H(C272)2]3 of M3+ (M=Eu, Am, Cm) with HC272 have

been fully optimized by using basis sets A and B at the DFT BP86
level. Due to the limit of our computational resources it was im-
possible to carry out the vibrational analyses with basis set B for
the extraction complexes M[H(C272)2]3 (322 atoms). Therefore,
for the calculations of these contributions to the Gibbs free ener-
gies of the extraction processes basis set A was chosen. As judged
from the results of our previous study of the M(C301)3 extraction
complexes the usage of basis set A instead of B for the vibrational
contributions leads to a shift of the final ∆Gs and ∆Ge values, but
not to a reversal of trends for the three metal ions Eu3+, Am3+,
and Cm3+ 20.

The change of the Gibbs free energy, ∆Ge, of the following ex-
traction equation has been calculated

M3+
aqu +3(HC272)2,org

∆Ge
−→ M[H(C272)2]3,org +3H+

aqu (9)

In 9, the initial state supposes a metal ion in aqueous phase, with
HC272 residing in the organic (n-heptane) phase, whereas in the
final state, the ion is complexed by three H(C272)−2 anions in the
organic phase after release of three protons, which remain in the
aqueous phase. The change of the Gibbs free energies in aqueous
solution, ∆Gs, and for the extraction, ∆Ge, may be obtained by
the change of the gas-phase Gibbs free energies , ∆Gg, by adding
corrections ∆∆Gs and ∆∆Ge, respectively, for solvent effects:

∆Gs,e = ∆Gg +∆∆Gs,e (10)

where

∆Gg = Gg(M[H(C272)2]3)+3Gg(H
+)

−Gg(M
3+)−3Gg([HC272]2)

∆∆Gs,e = ∆Gsol(M[H(C272)2]3)+3∆Gsol(H
+)

−∆Gsol(M
3+)−3∆Gsol([HC272]2) (11)

Here the subscript "sol" indicates water (aqu) and/or n-
heptane (org) as the solvent. The gas-phase Gibbs free
energies for M[H(C272)2]3, H+, (HC272)2, and M3+, i.e.,
Gg([MH(C272)2]3), Gg(H+), Gg([HC272]2), and Gg(M3+), were
determined from the gas-phase total energy by adding the
zero-point energy and a thermal correction by using the ideal
gas model for T= 298.15 K and p=0.1 MPa. The hydra-
tion Gibbs free energies for M[H(C272)2]3 and [HC272]2, i.e.,
∆Gorg(M[H(C272)2]3) and ∆Gorg([HC272]2), were determined
by single-point energy calculations for fixed gas-phase molec-
ular structures and subsequent COSMO (conductor-like screen-
ing model)25 calculations to account for bulk solvation effects.
Whereas for ∆Gaqu(H+) and ∆Gaqu(Eu3+) experimental data ex-
ists (H+ -1104.5 kJ/mol41, Eu3+ -3364.1 kJ/mol),42 this does not
seem to be the case for ∆Gaqu(Am3+) and ∆Gaqu(Cm3+). In order
to be able to compare the complex formation and extraction for
Eu3+ with Am3+ and Cm3+ we rely on the published results (Eu3+

-3308 kJ/mol43, Am3+ -3207 kJ/mol44, Cm3+ -3235 kJ/mol44)
obtained at the MP2 level for coordination number 9 and derived
from a cluster cycle as well as on semiempirical data (Eu3+ -3252
kJ/mol45, Am3+ -3159 kJ/mol46, Cm3+ -3225 kJ/mol46). Based
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on the M[H(C272)2]3 geometry data and the calculated ∆Gs val-
ues the selectivity of Cyanex272 for Ln3+ over An3+ will be dis-
cussed. We note that the value for ∆Gaqu(H+) of Tissandier et
al.41 used here was critically analyzed for correctness and rec-
ommended by Camaioni and Schwerdtfeger47 for further appli-
cations. This value was also confirmed by Truhlar and coworkers
within 0.8 kJ/mol for a larger reference data set48.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Structures of extractants HC272 and HC301

In 1995 Sole and Hiskey49 studied the degrees of aggregation
of the extractants HC272 and HC301 in benzene as solvent us-
ing molar mass determinations by means of vapor pressure os-
mometry (VPO). They found that HC272 exists predominantly
as a dimer, whereas HC301 exists as monomer. Grigorieva and
coworkers50 observed that HC301 in organic solvents such as
nonane is not only present as a monomer, but also forms dimers
(HC301)2 and tetramers (HC301)4 via S-H-S hydrogen bonds. To
the best of our knowledge there is no theoretical work on the
degrees of aggregation of HC272 and HC301 so far.

Since the aggregation might have noticeable effects on the en-
ergetics of the extraction, we investigated this issue further. We
have optimized the geometries of the monomers and dimers of
HC272 and HC301 at the DFT/BP86 and RIMP2 level. The most
important geometrical parameters of the optimized structures for
HC272, [HC272]2, HC301, and [HC301]2 have been compiled
in Tab. 1 and 2. The changes of the Gibbs free energy in the
gas phase ∆Gg (kJ/mol) as well as in the organic phase ∆Gorg

(kJ/mol) have been calculated for the dimerization of HC272 and
HC301 (see reaction eqn. 4), cf. Tab. 3. For convenience of the
discussion the gas-phase Gibbs free energy change ∆Gg is split
into the electronic contribution and the one arising from vibra-
tion, rotation and translation:

∆Gg = ∆Gelec
g +∆Gvib+rot+trans

g (12)

Let us first check the performance of the applied basis sets. Two
basis sets were used for geometry optimizations, i.e., basis set
A, def-SV(P) and basis set B, def2-TZVP for C, H, O, S and P,
respectively. For [HC272]2 and [HC301]2 the application of both
basis sets showed that a hydrogen bond is formed, cf. Fig. 3.
The obtained bond lengths for basis set A/B at the DFT/BP86
level are R(O1−H)=1.412/1.469 Å for [HC272]2 and R(S1−H)
2.194/2.256 Å for [HC301]2, respectively. When using the larger
basis set B the hydrogen bonds, O1-H and S1-H, get by 0.057
Å and 0.068 Å longer, respectively, whereas the other bonds get
slightly shorter compared to results obtained with basis set A. For
HC272 and [HC272]2 the average differences are 0.014, 0.024,
0.026, and 0.02 Å for the P-C, P=O1, P-O2, and O2-H bonds,
respectively; for HC301 and [HC301]2 the average differences are
0.014, 0.017, 0.024, and 0.016 Å for the P-C, P=S1, P-S2, and S2-
H bonds, respectively. Bond angles are even less affected by the
application of different basis sets, i.e., the differences for the bond
angles are at most 1◦. Comparing to the results obtained at the
DFT/BP86 level the optimized bond lengths at the MP2 level for
HC272 monomer and HC272 dimer are on average 0.023, 0.013,

HC272 [HC272]2

SV(P)b def2-TZVPc SV(P)b def2-TZVPc

BP86 BP86 RIMP2d BP86 BP86 RIMP2d

R(P-C) 1.841 1.827 1.803 1.838 1.824 1.802
R(P=O1) 1.515 1.494 1.484 1.548 1.521 1.506
R(P-O2) 1.674 1.644 1.626 1.605 1.583 1.580
R(O2-H) 0.984 0.975 0.970 1.085 1.054 1.018
R(O1-H)a 1.412 1.469 1.565
6 O1PO2 112 112 112 114.8 114.6 114.6
6 CPC 106 105 106 108.9 108.0 107.6

Table 1 Calculated averaged bond lengths (Å), averaged bond angles
(deg) for HC272 and [HC272]2
a: For HC272 dimer a hydrogen bond is formed between one O1 atom
of one HC272 and the hydrogen atom of another HC272. cf. Fig. 3
b: basis set A, i.e., O (7s4p1d)/[3s2p1d] 28, C (7s4p1d)/[3s2p1d] 28,
H(4s)/[2s] 27, S (10s7p1d)/[4s3p1d] 28, and P (10s7p1d)/[4s3p1d] 28; c:
basis set B, i.e., O(11s6p2d1f)/[5s3p2d1f], C (11s6p2d1f)/[5s3p2d1f] 30,
H (5s1p)/[3s1p] 27, and P (14s9p3d1f)/ [5s5p2d1f] 30 d : ri basis set,
i.e., C (8s6p5d3f1g) / [8s6p4d3f1g] 30, H (4s3p2d) / [4s2p1d], O
(8s6p5d3f1g) / [8s6p4d3f1g] 30, P (10s7p7d5f2g)/[9s7p6d5f2g] 32

HC301 [HC301]2

SV(P)b def2-TZVPc SV(P)b def2-TZVPc

BP86 BP86 RIMP2d BP86 BP86 RIMP2d

R(P-C) 1.864 1.850 1.822 1.857 1.843 1.817
R(P=S1) 1.966 1.952 1.933 2.001 1.981 1.956
R(P-S2) 2.190 2.159 2.122 2.132 2.115 2.094
R(S2-H) 1.368 1.352 1.340 1.417 1.393 1.362
R(S1-H)a 2.194 2.256 2.362
6 S1PS2 113.9 113.8 113.2 116.0 115.7 115.5
6 CPC 102.0 101.5 102.5 107.5 107.1 106.6

Table 2 DFT/BP86 calculated averaged bond lengths (Å), averaged
bond angles (deg) for HC301 and [HC301]2
a: For HC301 dimer the S1 atom of one HC301 forms a hydrogen
bond with the H atom of another HC301. b: basis set A, i.e., S
(10s7p1d)/[4s3p1d] 28, C,H,P cf. Tab. 1; c: basis set B, i.e., S
(14s9p3d1f)/[5s5p2d1f] 31, C,H,P cf. Tab. 1 d : ri basis set, i.e., S
(10s7p7d5f2g)/[9s7p6d5f2g] 32, C,H,P; cf. Tab. 1

0.015, and 0.025 Å shorter for P-C, P=O1, P-O2, and O2-H bonds,
respectively. For the monomer and dimer of HC301 the optimized
bond lengths for P-C, P=S1, P-S2, and S2-H bonds at the MP2
level are 0.027, 0.022, 0.029, and 0.021 Å shorter, respectively.
However for the hydrogen bonds in the dimers, i.e., O1-H and
S1-H, the calculated bond lengths at the MP2 level are 0.096 and
0.106 Å longer comparing to results obtained at the DFT/BP86
level.

Considering only the electronic energy contributions both
dimers [HC272]2 and [HC301]2 are more stable than the corre-
sponding monomer pairs 2[HC272] and 2[HC301], respectively.
Taking into account also the contributions of vibration, rotation
and translation it has been found that in the gas phase the dimer
[HC272]2 is more stable than two HC272 monomers, whereas in
contrast to this two HC301 monomers were found to be more sta-
ble than the [HC301]2 dimer, cf. Tab. 3. At the DFT/BP86 level
the obtained Gibbs free energy changes in the dimerization reac-
tion 2[HC272] → [HC272]2 are -62.2 and -38.6 kJ/mol for basis
set A and B, respectively, whereas the corresponding results for
the reaction 2[HC301] → [HC301]2 are 25.6 and 42.5 kJ/mol,
respectively. When estimating the basis set superposition error by
using the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise scheme51 (the monomer
calculations were performed at their geometries in the dimers)
the differences between the results for the two basis sets become

1–12 | 5
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∆Gg ∆∆Gorg ∆Gorg

∆Gelec
g A/B ∆Gvib+rot+trans

g A/B b A/B c A/B b A/B c A/B
HC272
DFT/BP86 -98.8/-74.4 36.6/35.8 7.6/13.1 9.3/16.0 -54.6/-25.5 -52.9/-22.6
DFT/BP86+CPC -57.4/-69.4 -13.2/-20.5 -11.5/-17.6
RIMP2 /-99.2 /12.7 /15.5 /-50.9 /-48.1
RIMP2+CPC /-82.8 /-34.5 /-31.7
HC301
DFT/BP86 -18.7/-10.2 44.3/52.7 2.3/5.6 2.8/6.9 27.9/48.1 28.4/49.4
DFT/BP86+CPC 1.8/ -6.9 48.4/51.4 48.9/52.7
RIMP2 /-53.4 /5.0 /6.1 / 4.3 /5.4
RIMP2+CPC /-39.9 /17.8 /18.9

Table 3 Calculated change in the Gibbs free energy contribution ∆Gg and ∆Gorg (kJ/mol), in the HC272 and HC301 dimerization 2HL → [HL]2,
L=C272, C301a

a ∆Gorg=∆Gg+∆∆G’org. .../... refers to the results obtained with basis sets A/B (cf. Tab. 1). For the RIMP2 calculations only basis sets B were used and
∆Gvib+rot+trans

g was taken from the DFT/BP86 results. CPC denotes counterpoise-corrected results. b: n-heptane (dielectric constants: 1.92 (org)). c:
benzene (dielectric constants: 2.27 (org).

Fig. 3 Calculated structure of the HC272 dimer

significantly smaller. The dimerization energies for basis set A
and B, respectively, are now -20.8 and -33.6 kJ/mol for HC272
as well as 46.1 and 45.8 kJ/mol for HC301. We attribute the dif-
ferent tendencies to form dimers to the stronger intramolecular
hydrogen bonds in [HC272]2 compared to [HC301]2.

By using the COSMO approach we calculated the Gibbs free
energy changes ∆Gorg for the dimerization reactions eqn. 4 of
HC272 and HC301 in the solvents n-heptane and benzene, re-
spectively, cf. Tab. 3. For HC272 comparing to ∆Gg the ∆Gorg

values are increased for basis set A/B by about 7/13 kJ/mol for
n-heptane and by 9/16 kJ/mol for benzene. For HC301 the effect
of the solvent is smaller comparing to HC272, i.e., ∆Gorg is in-
creased for basis set A/B by about 2/5 kJ/mol for n-heptane and
by 3/7 kJ/mol for benzene.

Compared to the counterpoise-corrected DFT/BP86 results ob-
tained with basis set B for ∆Gelec

g the corresponding MP2 values
are about 13 and 33 kJ/mol lower for the HC272 and HC301
dimerizations, respectively. Due to the limit of our computa-
tional resources we were unable to do the vibrational analyses
for the dimers of HC272 and HC301 at the MP2 level. For the
monomers of HC272 and HC301 it has been found that the ob-
tained Gvib+rot+trans

g values at the MP2 level are only 14 and 8

kJ/mol smaller than results calculated at the DFT/BP86 level us-
ing basis sets B. Therefore we took the calculated ∆Gvib+rot+trans

g

with basis sets B at the DFT/BP86 level and estimated the ∆Gorg

at the MP2 level. The corresponding results (-31.7 kJ/mol for
HC272 and 18.9 kJ/mol for HC301, cf. Tab. 3) in the solvent
benzene agree reasonably well with the values obtained at the
DFT/BP86 level (-17.6 kJ/mol for HC272 and 52.7 kJ/mol for
HC301), i.e, HC272 forms dimers, whereas HC301 is preferably
monomeric.

Model systems, i.e., the rest group 2,4,4-trimethylpentyl for
HC272 and HC301 is replaced by methyl, [HX2P(CH3)2]n (X=O,
S; n=1, 2, 3, 4) have been calculated to estimate the stability of
trimers and tetramers. The obtained Gibbs free energy changes
in gas phase ∆Gg as well as in the organic phase ∆Gorg (solvent:
benzene) for the reactions I, II and II are shown in Tab. 4 and 5.

In analogy to the real system all calculations have shown that
the dimer containing oxygen, i.e., [HO2P(CH3)2]2, is more sta-
ble than two monomers HO2P(CH3)2, whereas the dimer contain-
ing sulfur, i.e., [HS2P(CH3)2]2, is less stable than two monomers
HS2P(CH3)2, cf. Tab. 4. At the DFT/BP86 level the reaction
2HO2P(CH3)2 → [HO2P(CH3)2]2 is clearly exergonic, i.e., the
calculated changes of the Gibbs free energies ∆Gg and ∆Gorg

are -51.9 and -32.6 kJ/mol, respectively. For the endergonic re-
action 2HS2P(CH3)2 → [HS2P(CH3)2]2 the corresponding ∆Gg

and ∆Gorg values are 19.7 and 28.6 kJ/mol, respectively. The
∆Gorg values for the trimerization and tetramerization reactions
of HO2P(CH3)2 are both close to zero, i.e., -3.9 and 3.1 kJ/mol,
whereas it is 31.8 kJ/mol for the formation of the tetramer from
two dimers, cf. Tab. 4 and 5. This implies that the dimer of the
extractant HC272 is the dominating form, whereas the monomer
as well as higher aggregates may be present to a lesser extent. In
contrast to this the extractant HC301 most likely exists mainly as
a monomer since the calculated ∆Gorg values for the correspond-
ing oligomerization reactions are all positive, cf. Tab. 4 and 5.

In order to check the results of the DFT/BP86 calculations
we performed single-point CC calculations using correlation-
consistent basis sets of polarized valence triple-zeta quality40 by
using the incremental scheme in the variant developed by Zhang
and Dolg37–39. The corresponding results for geometries opti-
mized with basis sets B are shown in Tab. 4 and 5. Comparing
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[HX2P2(CH3)2]2 [HX2P2(CH3)2]3

X=O X=S X=O X=S
I II I II I II

DFT BP86b -51.9/-32.6 19.7/28.6 -69.6/-36.4 -17.7/-3.9 55.4/70.8 35.7/42.3
inc3-CCSD(T)c -63.0/-43.7 4.4/13.2 -100.4/-67.3 -37.5/-23.6 24.1/39.5 19.7/26.3
inc3-CCSDc -56.7/-37.3 13.8/22.6 -89.0/-55.8 -32.3/-18.4 40.5/55.9 26.7/33.3

Table 4 Calculated change of the Gibbs free energy in the gas phase ∆Gg and in the organic phase (solvent: benzene) ∆Gorg (kJ/mol) in the reactions
5 and 6a

a.../... refers to the results ∆Gg/∆Gorg, dielectric constant of benzene: 2.27. The solvent contribution to the change of the Gibbs free energy in the
reactions was obtained from the calculated energy difference at the DFT/BP86 level using basis set B (cf. Tab. 1) between the energy obtained in the
gas phase and the energy obtained in the organic phase by using the COSMO model, cf. text. b geometry optimized by using basis set B, cf. Tab. 1; c

single-point CCSD(T) and CCSD calculations within the incremental scheme 37,38 using basis set cc-pVTZ 40 for the geometry optimized at the DFT/BP86
a level.

X=O
I II III

DFT BP86b -81.2/-33.3 -11.6/3.1 22.6/31.8
inc3-CCSD(T)c -127.9/-80.1 -27.5/-12.8 -2.0/7.2
inc3-CCSDc -112.6/-64.8 -23.6/-9.00 0.7/9.9

X=S
I II III

DFT BP86b 85.3/107.5 29.9/36.7 45.8/50.4
inc3-CCSD(T)c 28.4/50.5 4.2/11.0 19.6/24.1
inc3-CCSDc 50.2/72.4 9.8/16.5 22.6/27.3

Table 5 Calculated change of the Gibbs free energy in the gas phase
∆Gg and in the organic phase (solvent: benzene) ∆Gorg (kJ/mol) in the
reactions 5, 6, and 7 for the product of [HX2P2(CH3)2]4 (X= O, S)a.
explanations a, b, c, cf. Tab. 4

to the DFT/BP86 results the ab initio values for ∆Gorg are system-
atically smaller, but the general trend obtained at the DFT/BP86
level is not changed. In case of the HC301 model systems the for-
mation of oligomers is still unlikely, whereas for the HC272 model
systems the formation of trimers and tetramers becomes more fa-
vored, i.e., for the HC301 model the values ∆Gorg/n are 6.6, 13.2
and 12.6 kJ/mol for n = 2, 3, and 4, respectively, whereas for
the HC272 model values of -21.9, -22.4 and -20.0 kJ/mol are ob-
tained. Based on the above calculations we conclude that HC272
exists primarily as self-associated species whereas HC301 exists
as a monomer.

3.2 Structures of Extraction Complexes M[H(C272)2]3

(M=Eu, Am, Cm)

The most important geometrical parameters of the optimized
structures by using basis sets A and B, as well as available ex-
perimental data10, are listed in Tab. 6. Additional information
is provided in the supplementary material. Vibrational analyses
were only done for basis set A due to the limit of our compu-
tational resources. It has been shown that the six oxygen atoms
(O1 in Fig. 2) surrounding the central metal ion M3+ (M=Eu, Cm,
Am) have nearly octahedral symmetry, i.e., for M[H(C272)2]3 by
using basis set B the calculated mean absolute deviation of the
bond lengths R(O1-M) from the average value is about 0.01 Å;
the deviation of 6 O1MO1 comparing to the ideal 90◦ is less than
3◦; the dihedral angles between three O1 atoms and M are about
2◦, cf. Tab. 6. Comparing to basis set A the application of basis
set B increases slightly the bond lengths of Am-O1 and Cm-O1 by
0.006 and 0.005 Å, respectively, but the bond length of Eu-O1 is
decreased slightly by 0.003 Å. The obtained bond length R(Cm-

Eu Am Cm
R(M-O1) 2.340/2.337 2.397/2.403 2.381/2.386(2.32±0.01 10)
R(M-P) 3.793/3.776 3.841/3.835 3.826/3.817
R(O1-P) 1.559/1.535 1.559/1.535 1.559/1.535
R(O2-P) 1.568/1.540 1.569/1.541 1.569/1.542
R(O3-P) 1.586/1.560 1.586/1.559 1.586/1.558
R(O2-H) 1.283/1.295 1.282/1.289 1.281/1.282
R(O3-H) 1.160/1.138 1.162/1.143 1.162/1.147
6 O1MO1 90.0/90.1 90.0/90.1 90.0/90.0
6 O1PO2 114.8/115.1 114.9/115.1 114.9/115.1
6 O1O1O1M 2.2/2.5 2.1/2.7 2.0/2.4

Table 6 Selected averaged bond lengths (Å) and averaged bond angles
(deg) for M[H(C272)2]3 (M= Eu, Am, Cm, HL= Cyanex 272 ) calculated
at DFT/BP86 level a in comparison to available experimental data (in
parentheses)
a .../... refers to the results obtained with basis sets A/B (cf. Tab. 1).
Oi(i = 1,2,3) refers to oxygen bound to different atoms, cf. Fig. 2.

O) (2.386 Å) agrees very well with the experimental value (2.32
± 0.01).10

When M3+ is extracted by HC301 we have previously reported
stable extraction complexes M(C301)3 (M=Eu, Am, Cm),20

where a C3 symmetry of the M(C301)3 was determined. In order
to estimate the stability of the alternative extraction complexes
M[H(C301)2]3 and M(C272)3 we have taken Cm as an example
and calculated the change of the Gibbs free energy ∆Gelec

g in the
four following reactions:

Cm3++3(HC272)2 −→ Cm[H(C272)2]3 +3H+ (13)

Cm3++
3

2
(HC272)2 −→ Cm(C272)3 +3H+ (14)

Cm3++6(HC301) −→ Cm[H(C301)2]3 +3H+ (15)

Cm3++3(HC301) −→ Cm(C301)3 +3H+ (16)

It has been found that for the extractant HC272 the extraction
complex Cm[H(C272)2]3 is formed prior to Cm(C272)3, whereas
for the extractant HC301 the Cm(C301)3 complex is most likely
preferred, i.e., the calculated ∆Gelec

g values at the DFT/BP86 level
using basis set B in the equations 13 to 16 are -94.5 kJ/mol, 130.9
kJ/mol, 18.6 kJ/mol, and -9.8 kJ/mol, respectively. The pref-
erence of Cm[H(C272)2]3 over Cm(C272)3 is so strong, that it
cannot be reverted by the omitted contributions. A detailed in-
vestigation concerning various possible extraction complexes for
HC301, where the situation is less clear, is currently underway52.

By using MOLPRO36 energy decomposition analyses have
been done at the HF level for the model extraction complexes
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M[S2P(CH3)2]3 and M[H(O2P(CH3)2)2]3 (M=Eu, Am, Cm). One
can write the electronic interaction energy between two ionic
fragments, i.e.,

Eint = E
(

M[H(O2P(CH3)2)2]3
)

−E(M3+)−E
(

[H(O2P(CH3)2)
−
2 ]3

)

(17)
and

Eint = E
(

M[S2P(CH3)2]3
)

−E(M3+)−E
(

[S2P(CH3)
−
2 ]3

)

(18)

as a sum of three terms

Eint = EES +EEX +Eorb . (19)

Here, Eorb represents the orbital interaction energy. Based
on the converged wavefunctions of two fragments, the ini-
tial orbital guess for the molecule, i.e., M[S2P(CH3)2]3 and
M[H(O2P(CH3)2)2]3, is established. The orbital interaction term
Eorb is extracted from the electronic energy values prior to the
first and after the last SCF cycles, e.g., without and with orbital
relaxation:

Eorb = ESCF −E0SCF (20)

EES and EEX denote electrostatic energy and exchange repulsion
energy, respectively. They are usually combined together into a
single term, Esteric,

Esteric = EES +EEX . (21)

The calculated orbital and steric contributions to the total in-
teraction energy are shown in Fig. 4. It has been found that
the steric contribution (> 70%) plays an important role in the
interaction of the metal ion and the ligands. The orbital con-
tributions in M[S2P(CH3)2]3, i.e., 30%, 28%, and 28 % for
M=Eu, Cm, and Am, respectively, are slightly larger than those
in M[H(O2P(CH3)2)2]3, i.e., 26% for Eu, 24% for Am, and 25%
for Cm. This indicates somewhat stronger covalent interactions of
the metal ion M3+ and the three S2P(CH3)−2 ligands. This is also
consistent with expectations based on chemical intuition, i.e., due
to the significantly lower electronegativity of sulfur (2.58, Paul-
ing scale) compared to oxygen (3.44) electrons are more readily
shared in a metal-sulfur bond than in a metal-oxygen bond, in-
troducing a greater degree of covalency. Due to the very similar
electronegativity values of the metals (Eu 1.2, Am 1.3, Cm 1.3)
there are no significant differences between lanthanide and ac-
tinide complexes. By means of Mulliken orbital population anal-
yses it has been found that the metals carry less positive charges
in M[S2P(CH3)2]3 than in M[H(O2P(CH3)2)2]3, i.e., the atomic
charges on the metal center M=Eu, Am, and Cm are respectively
1.08, 1.21, and 1.19 for M[S2P(CH3)2]3 as well as 1.47, 1.73, and
1.72 for M[H(O2P(CH3)2)2]3.

3.3 Change of the Gibbs Free Energy for M3+ + 3(HC272)2

→ M[H(C272)2]3 + 3H+ (M= Eu, Am, Cm)

For the titled reactions the changes in the Gibbs free energy
∆Gs,e=∆Gg + ∆∆Gs,e, were calculated for the gas phase (g), for
an aqueous solution (s) as well as for the liquid-liquid extraction
(e) from the aqueous phase to the organic phase consisting of n-
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Fig. 4 Decomposition of the total interaction energy in terms of orbital
and steric contribution

heptane. For the convenience of the discussion we partion the
gas phase (∆Gg) and solvent (∆∆Gs,e) contributions further. The
gas-phase Gibbs free energy change ∆Gg is split into an electronic
contribution and one arising from vibration, rotation and transla-
tion:

∆Gg = ∆Gelec
g +∆Gvib+rot+trans

g (22)

The two contributions are evaluated as follows:

∆Gelec
g = Eelec

(

M[H(C272)2]3,g
)

−3Eelec
(

[HC272]2,g
)

−Eelec(M3+,g) (23)

∆Gvib+rot+trans
g = Gvib+rot+trans

g

(

M[H(C272)2]3
)

−3Gvib+rot+trans
g

(

[HC272]2
)

−Gtrans
g (M3+)+3Gtrans

g (H+) (24)

Note that Eelec(H+,g)=0 and thus has been omitted in eqn. 23.
The corrections due to the solvents (water, n-heptane) are also
split into two parts:

∆∆Gs,e = ∆∆G′
sol +∆∆G′′

sol (25)

The neutral extraction complexes M[H(C272)2]3 as well as
HC272 reside for the extraction mainly in the organic (n-heptane)
phase (sol = org), but are also considered in the aqueous phase
(sol = aqu), whereas the atomic ions H+ and M3+ are only con-
sidered in the aqueous phase:

∆∆G′
sol = ∆Gsol

(

M[H(C272)2]3
)

−3∆Gsol

(

[HC272]2
)

(26)

∆∆G′′
aqu = 3∆Gaqu(H

+)−∆Gaqu(M
3+) (27)

The accurate evaluation of ∆Gs and ∆Ge is hindered by several
difficulties and uncertainties, which are well known but cannot be
completely removed at present. In our previous study20 for the
separation of Ln3+ and An3+ by using HC301, it has been proven
that the ∆Gs,e evaluated at the PP DFT level produced reasonable
trends for Eu3+, Am3+, and Cm3+, but not very accurate absolute
∆Gs,e values. Therefore, for obtaining trends for the three metals
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∆Gg ∆∆Gs,e

∆Gelec
g ∆Gvib+rot+trans

g ∆∆G′
aqu ∆∆G′

org ∆∆G′′
aqu

A/B A/B A/B A/B cald/estd
HC272

Eu -170.1/-15.2 19.7/ 73.6/74.2 26.1/26.1 -6.0/-61.3
Am -57.5/107.4 16.3/ 73.5/76.4 26.0/26.8 -107.0/-154.5
Cm -94.5/73.0 17.2/ 73.6/76.5 26.1/26.1 -79.0/-88.5

HC301
Eu -64.2/29.1 10.6/34.5 23.5/33.9 7.3/10.0 -6.0/-61.3
Am 31.4/118.7 6.3/24.4 26.2/34.2 7.9/9.9 -107.0/-154.5
Cm -4.1/85.0 7.6/24.9 26.2/34.8 7.9/10.1 -79.0/-88.5

Table 7 Calculated change in Gibbs free energy components ∆∆Gg and ∆∆Gs,e for the reactions M3+ + 3(HC272)2 → M[H(C272)2]3 + 3H+ and M3+ +
3HC301 → M(C301)3 + 3H+ (M=Eu, Am, and Cm) in the gas phase and an aqueous solution and for the extraction with n-heptane for HC272 and
kerosene for HC301a

a .../... refers to the results obtained with basis sets A/B (cf. Tab. 1) for ∆Gelec
g , ∆Gvib+rot+trans

g , ∆∆G′
aqu, and ∆∆G′

org as well as to quantum chemically
derived (Eu3+ -3308 kJ/mol 43, Am3+ -3207 kJ/mol 44, Cm3+ -3235 kJ/mol 44, calcd) and semiempirically estimated 45,46 (estd) values for ∆∆G′′

aqu of
M3+. For H+, the experimental value ∆Gaqu(H+)=-1104.5 kJ/mol 41 was used in both cases. For the definition of the entries, compare to the text.
Dielectric constants: water, 80 (aqu); n-heptane, 1.92 (org for HC272); kerosene, 1.8 (org for HC301). For HC301 data are taken from 20.

we rely on our results of ∆Gs,e obtained at the PP DFT level for
reaction eqn. 9. For the monoatomic ions the gas-phase Gibbs
free energies at 1 atm and 298.15 K were evaluated using the
Sackur-Tetrode equation, i.e., Gtrans

g (M3+) is -44.9, -46.7, and -
46.7 kJ/mol for M=Eu, Am, and Cm, respectively, and Gtrans

g (H+)
is -26.3 kJ/mol. The components of ∆Gg and ∆Gs,e calculated
with basis A and B are listed in Tab. 7.

The results of the extraction

M3+
aqu +3HLorg → M(C301)3,org +3H+

aqu (28)

published in our previous paper20 relied on a monomer cycle for
the calculation of the hydration energies of Eu3+, Am3+, and
Cm3+. The corresponding results listed in Tab. 7 are based on
a more accurate cluster cycle, which yielded hydration energies
of -3308, -3207 and -3235 kJ/mol for Eu3+, Am3+, and Cm3+,
respectively43,44. In the gas phase using basis set B, the calcu-
lated changes in the Gibbs free energy ∆Gg for the formation of
the M[H(C272)2]3 complexes analogous to reaction eqn. 9 are
4.5, 123.8, and 90.2 kJ/mol for M=Eu, Am, and Cm, respec-
tively. The formation of the M[H(C272)2]3 complexes is thus en-
dergonic, with Eu[H(C272)2]3 being significantly less unstable
than Am[H(C272)2]3 and Cm[H(C272)2]3. The corresponding
∆Gg values for the formation of the M(C301)3 complexes analo-
gous to reaction 28 are about 59, 19, and 20 kJ/mol larger for
Eu, Am, and Cm, respectively. The quality of the basis sets, espe-
cially the metal f functions, is found to have quite big effects on
the electronic energy. When going from basis set A to basis set
B ∆Gelec

g increases by about 155 – 168 kJ/mol for M[H(C272)2]3

and by about 87 – 93 kJ/mol for M(C301)3.
By taking into account solvent effects, we found that the con-

tributions ∆∆G′
aqu from the hydration energies of (HC272)2 and

M[H(C272)2]3 (M=Eu, Am, Cm) increase by at most 3 kJ/mol
when going from basis set A to B and are almost identical for Eu,
Am, and Cm (74.2 – 76.5 kJ/mol). A similar finding applies to the
∆∆G′

org values for the n-heptane phase, which are about a factor of
3 smaller (26.1 – 26.8 kJ/mol) and increase by less than 1 kJ/mol
upon basis set extension from A to B. The relative insensitivity of
the solvent contributions both towards the basis set quality and
the central metal ion were also observed for HC30120. In addi-

tion the ∆∆G′
aqu and ∆∆G′

org values for HC301 are not even half
as large as for HC272.

Qualitatively, the values for the hydration contributions of the
M3+ and H+ cations ∆∆G′′

aqu exhibit the same trends for the quan-
tum chemically calculated M3+ hydration Gibbs free energies, and
the semiempirically determined ones, however, the absolute val-
ues for a given metal ion differ by 9 – 55 kJ/mol. For HC272
these contributions clearly favor a complex formation for Am3+

and Cm3+ over the one for Eu3+, but they do not revert the trend
of ∆Gg in extraction reaction eqn. 9, which is mainly determined
by ∆Gelec

g . However in extraction reaction eqn. 28 for HC301 the
more negative Gibbs free hydration energy for Eu3+ compared to
Am3+ and Cm3+ reverts the trend of ∆Gg, cf. Tab. 8.

The change of Gibbs free energies ∆Gs for reaction eqn. 9 and
reaction eqn. 28 in aqueous solution as well as ∆Ge for an ex-
traction with n-heptane for HC272 and kerosene for HC301 are
shown in Tab. 8. Because the actual mechanism of the extraction
process, which was suggested by experimentalists to occur prob-
ably mainly at the boundary between the aqueous and organic
phases for HC27253, is too complex to be studied by quantum
chemical methods, we only try to model the situation before (M3+

in water, (HC272)2 in n-heptane and HC301 in kerosene) and af-
ter (3 H+ in water, M[H(C272)2]3 in n-heptane and M(C301)3 in
kerosene) the extraction and omit kinetic aspects. It is worthwhile
to mention here that it has been found by Modolo and Odoj9 that
at room temperature the extraction equilibrium for Am3+ over
Eu3+ by using purified Cyanex301 was already attained within 5
minutes.

∆Ge for the extraction is consistently lower than ∆Gs for the
aqueous solution, in agreement with the experimental finding
that M[H(C272)2]3, M(C301)3, HC272, and HC301 mainly re-
side in the organic phase. For HC272 the obtained ∆Gs and ∆Ge

for Eu3+ are at least 20 kJ/mol smaller than those for Am3+ and
Cm3+. Therefore it is concluded that HC272 prefers Eu3+ over
Am3+ and Cm3+. On the other hand for HC301 the obtained ∆Gs

and ∆Ge values for Eu3+ are at least 10 kJ/mol larger than those
for Am3+ and Cm3+. Thus HC301 is expected to prefer Am3+ and
Cm3+ over Eu3+. The calculated thermodynamical priorities, i.e.,
HC272 for Eu3+ and HC301 for Am3+ and Cm3+, agree with the
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∆Gs ∆Ge

calcd estd calcd estd
A/B A/B A/B A/B

HC272
Eu -82.9/72.7 -111.9/17.4 -130.4/24.6 -185.7/-30.7
Am -74.7/93.2 -122.7/45.7 -122.2/43.6 -170.2/-3.9
Cm -82.7/87.7 -92.7/78.2 -130.3/37.3 -140.3/27.8
HC301
Eu -35.6/92.0 -91.4/36.2 -51.8/68.1 -107.6/12.3
Am -42.6/70.8 -90.6/22.8 -60.9/46.5 -108.9/-1.5
Cm -48.8/66.2 -58.8/56.5 -67.1/41.5 -77.1/31.5

Table 8 Calculated change of the Gibbs free energy for the reactions
M3+ + 3(HC272)2 → M[H(C272)2]3 + 3H+ and M3+ + 3HC301 →

M(C301)3 + 3H+ (M=Eu, Am, Cm) in aqueous solution (∆Gs) and for the
liquid-liquid extraction (∆Ge)a

a .../... refers to the results obtained with basis sets A/B (cf. Tab. 1).
Individual contributions cf. Tab. 7. As organic phase n-heptane and
kerosene were assumed for HC272 and HC301, respectively. Quantum
chemically derived (calcd) as well as semiempirically estimated (estd)
values for ∆∆G′′

aqu of M3+ were used. For H+, the experimental value
∆Gaqu(H+)=-1104.5 kJ/mol was used in both cases.

experimental observations.4,5 For HC301 the results using basis
set B obtained with quantum chemically derived values for the
Eu3+ and Am3+ Gibbs free hydration energies, i.e., 68.1 kJ/mol
for Eu and 46.5 kJ/mol for Am, agree very well with the esti-
mated experimental values (63.3 kJ/mol for Eu and 44.1 kJ/mol
for Am5). The value for Cm is close to the one for Am as expected,
i.e., ∆Gs and ∆Ge for Cm3+ obtained with quantum chemically
derived values are at most 5 kJ/mol lower than for Am3+.

Recently, based on the optimized geometries at the MP2 level
for Ln3+ and at the DFT/BP86 level for An3+, single-point cal-
culations using aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets at the CCSD(T) level by
means of the incremental scheme have been carried out for
[M3+(H2O)h] complexes (M=Ln, An; h=8, 9) to obtain the Gibbs
free hydration energies for lanthanoid(III)54 and actinoid(III)55

ions. The CCSD(T) values (Eu3+ -3386 kJ/mol; Am3+ -3281
kJ/mol; Cm3+ -3309 kJ/mol) for coordination number 9 and
derived from a cluster cycle are by 74 – 78 kJ/mol lower than
the corresponding MP2 results (Eu3+ -3308 kJ/mol43; Am3+ -
3207 kJ/mol44; Cm3+ -3235 kJ/mol44). Applying these CCSD(T)
data the ∆Ge values for Eu3+, Am3+ and Cm3+ become 97.6,
117.6, and 111.3 kJ/mol for HC272 and 141.1, 120.2, and 115.5
kJ/mol for HC301, respectively. Whereas the trend of the re-
sults based on MP2 hydration energies is kept, the agreement
of the absolute values with the experimental ones is somewhat
worse. Unfortunately, at present it is not possible to perform
CCSD(T) calculations for the extraction complexes using aug-cc-
pVTZ basis sets in order to derive pure CCSD(T) results. Replac-
ing the quantum chemically calculated Gibbs free hydration ener-
gies for Eu3+, Am3+, and Cm3+ by semiempirically estimated val-
ues (Eu3+ -3252 kJ/mol45, Am3+ -3159 kJ/mol46, Cm3+ -3225
kJ/mol46) the values for ∆Ge are -30.7, -3.9, and 27.8 kJ/mol
for HC272, and 12.30, -1.5, and 31.5 kJ/mol for HC301, respec-
tively. Whereas for Eu3+ and Am3+ the experimentally observed
preference of the extraction with HC272 and HC301, respectively,
is in line with these results, the values for Cm3+ do not reflect the
preference for an extraction with HC301.

4 Conclusions

The widely used extractants HC272 (Cyanex272) and HC301
(Cyanex301) as well as their dimers have been studied using the
DFT/BP86 and MP2 methods. It has been found that HC272 ex-
ists primarily as self-associated species as a result of hydrogen
bonding, whereas HC301 preferably exists as monomer. More-
over the calculations for small model systems of extractants, i.e.,
[O2HP(CH3)2]n and [S2HP(CH3)2]n (n=1-4), yielded a negative
change of the Gibbs free energy for the reactions n[HO2P(CH3)2]
→ [HO2P(CH3)2]n (n=2,3,4), and thus imply that the degree of
aggregation of the extractant HC272 might reach three or even
higher.

The experimentally observed opposite selectivity of HC272 and
HC301 on Eu3+ and Am3+ has been studied and correctly ob-
tained at the DFT/BP86 level in connection with scalar-relativistic
energy-consistent 4f/5f-in-core lanthanide/actinide PPs. For the
neutral extraction complexes M[H(C272)2]3 and M(C301)3, the
metal cation is coordinated by six O atoms for HC272 and by six S
atoms for HC301, respectively. The M-O(S) bond distances do re-
flect the cation employed, i.e., the larger the cation, the longer the
bond. The calculated M-O/M-S bond lengths (Eu: 2.337/2.841Å;
Am: 2.403/2.900 Å; Cm: 2.386/2.883 Å) agree well with the
available experimental data [R(Cm-O)=2.32 ± 0.01 Å; R(Cm-
S)=2.826 ± 0.008 Å]. Moreover the studies on Cm(C272)3 and
Cm[H(C301)2]3 by calculating the changes of the Gibbs free en-
ergies in reactions 13 and 14 have shown that the extraction com-
plexes M[H(C272)2]3 are formed prior to M(C272)3, whereas for
HC301 it is the other way round, i.e., M(C301)3 is preferred. An
energy decomposition analysis for model extraction complexes
M[S2P(CH3)2]3 and M[H(O2P(CH3)2)2]3 (M=Eu, Am, Cm) has
shown that the steric contribution (>70%) plays an important
role in the interaction between metal ion and ligands. Moreover a
stronger covalent interaction between metal ion M3+ and ligands
has been found for [S2P(CH3)−2 ]3 than for [H(O2P(CH3)2)−2 ]3.
The changes of the Gibbs free energy, ∆G, in the reactions M3+

+ 3(HC272)2 → M[H(C272)2]3 + 3H+ and M3+ + 3(HC301)
→ M(HC301)3 (M= Eu, Am, Cm) in the gas phase and aque-
ous solution and for extraction from aqueous solution with n-
heptane for HC272 and kerosene for HC301 have been studied
too. It has been found that the electronic energy differences be-
tween the reactants and products play an important role for the
selectivity of HC272 for Eu3+ over Am3+. In the gas phase the
calculated value of ∆Gg for Eu3+ (4.5 kJ/mol) is significantly
smaller than those for Am3+ (123.8 kJ/mol) and Cm3+ (90.2
kJ/mol), and this order is kept for the aqueous solution (∆Gs:
Eu3+ 72.7 kJ/mol; Am3+ 93.2 kJ/mol; Cm3+ 87.7 kJ/mol) as
well as for the extraction (∆Ge: Eu3+ 24.6 kJ/mol; Am3+ 43.6
kJ/mol; Cm3+ 37.3 kJ/mol). For HC301 the calculated gas phase
∆Gg value for Eu3+ (63.6 kJ/mol) is smaller than those for Am3+

(143.1 kJ/mol) and Cm3+ (109.9 kJ/mol), whereas this order is
reverted for the aqueous solution (∆Gs: Eu3+ 92.0 kJ/mol; Am3+

70.8 kJ/mol; Cm3+ 66.2 kJ/mol) as well as for the extraction
(∆Ge: Eu3+ 68.1 kJ/mol; Am3+ 46.5 kJ/mol; Cm3+ 41.5 kJ/mol)
due to the lower hydration Gibbs free energy for Eu3+ (-3308
kJ/mol)43 comparing to Am3+ (-3207 kJ/mol)44 and Cm3+ (-
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3235 kJ/mol)44. The absolute values ∆Ge (Eu3+ 68.1 kJ/mol;
Am3+ 46.5 kJ/mol) agree quite well with the the experimen-
tal findings (Eu3+ 63.3 kJ/mol; Am3+ 44.1 kJ/mol)5. Apply-
ing recently published hydration Gibbs free energies for Eu3+ (-
3386 kJ/mol)55 and Am3+ (-3281 kJ/mol)55 calculated at the
CCSD(T) level by means of the incremental scheme, the obtained
absolute values (Eu3+ 141.1 kJ/mol; Am3+ 120.2 kJ/mol) dis-
agree within 80 kJ/mol with the experimental data, whereas the
correct trend is kept. Accurate correlated ab initio reference cal-
culations for the extraction complexes, as well as further experi-
ments on trivalent lanthanide and especially actinide aquo ions,
should be conducted in the future in order to get besides more
accurate values for M3+ hydration Gibbs free energies also more
reliable data needed for the evaluation of the energetics of the
whole extraction processes.
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